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Introduction

• P2 is a significant achievement

• But tensions remain:
– Core objectives

– Other tensions

• Chapter argues that tensions can be traced back to foundational thinking 
around P2 proposal when first put forward in mid-2018

• How do we know? 
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Presentation outline

• Introduction (JV)

• 2018 P2 Proposal: context, foundational thinking and outline (RC)

• P2’s core objectives (JV)

• Other tensions and conclusion (RC)
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2018 P2 Proposal: Context

Main themes discussed in run-up to mid-2018 P2 Proposal

• End 2015: Position at the time of the BEPS final report

• 2017: US tax reform - catalyst to change

• March 2018: Interim Report

• Developments just prior to May 2018 
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2018 P2 Proposal: Outline 

Assumptions on which thinking behind P2 proposal rested

• Core issue: low effective tax rates

• Lack of clarity: “profit shifting” or “tax competition”?

• “Tax back” approach – four core elements of P2
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What are P2’s core objectives?

• Profit shifting vs tax competition: unanswered in mid-2018 

• Tension between countries:
– Profit Shifting 

• “no or low taxation is not per se a cause of concern, but it becomes so when it is
associated with practices that artificially segregate taxable income from the
activities that generate it.” BEPS AP 2013

– Tax Competition

• Political compromise: limited formulaic SBIE

• Result: P2 goes beyond PS but allows for some tax competition
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What are P2’s core objectives?

• What does addressing Tax Competition mean?

a. “global action is needed to stop a harmful race to the bottom….”
b. “ensure[s] that large internationally operating businesses pay a minimum level of tax”

• Not the same! 
– Can align with different countries’ interests
– Shift
– P2 without SBIE achieves both
– P2 with SBIE achieves (b) but not (a)
– P2 with SBIE and QDMTT achieves both (with caveats)

• Devereux, Vella, and Wardell-Burrus, “Pillar 2: Rule Order, Incentives, and Tax Competition” 01/22
• Devereux, Vella, and Wardell-Burrus, “Will Pillar 2 achieve its objectives?” CBT WP forthcoming

• Type of TC addressed: deliberate policy choice or accidental?
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Other tensions

• No response to identified problems of digitalization

• Consequences of Two-Pillar approach

• The foundation of P2 on the notion of value creation and the ALP
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Conclusion

• Tension between profit shifting vs tax competition objective

• P2 doubles down on source-based taxation but:
– Does not address digitalisation challenges
– Builds on shaky ALP foundation

• These tensions can be traced back to mid-2018…

• Significant achievement but have we “stabilized” the system?
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• Country A imposes 15% CIT on worldwide income of resident cos
• Countries B and C both impose a 15% CIT
• Can B or C improve competitive position by reducing rate to 10%?
• Company X, resident in A, earns $100 in pre-tax income whether it invests in B or C
• If A does not give credit Minimum Level of Tax objective
• If A gives credit  Race to the Bottom objective
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No Credit Credit
B C B C

Pre-tax 
income

100 100 100 100

Tax in B or C 15 10 15 10

Tax in A 15 15 0 5

Credit / / 15 10

Total Tax 
Liability

30 25 15 15

After-tax 
income

70 75 85 85
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